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Abstract: We analyze the first-order formulation of the ghost-free bigravity model in three-
dimensions known as zwei-dreibein gravity. For a special choice of parameters, it was argued
to have an additional gauge symmetry and give rise to a partially massless theory. We provide
a thorough canonical analysis and identify that whether the theory becomes partially massless
depends on the form of the stability condition of the secondary constraint responsible for the
absence of the ghost. Generically, it is found to be an equation for a Lagrange multiplier implying
that partially massless zwei-dreibein gravity does not exist. However, for special backgrounds
this condition is identically satisfied leading to the presence of additional symmetries, which
however disappear at quadratic order in perturbations.
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1. Introduction
Massive gravity (see [1, 2, 3] for reviews) has recently attracted a lot of attention with motiva-
tions ranging from cosmology [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] to more abstract ones [9]. Since the seminal work of
Fierz and Pauli [10, 11], it is well known that a sound massive graviton on a four dimensional flat
space-time has five propagating positive energy polarizations. Going beyond the linear Fierz-
Pauli theory while keeping the same number of polarizations has long been thought impossible
[12, 13]. However, it was recently discovered that such a non-linear extension does exist, which
is now known as dRGT theory [14, 15]. The absence of a problematic sixth ghostlike mode,
known as the Boulware-Deser (BD) ghost, has first been shown in the so-called decoupling limit
[14, 15, 16] (using in particular the observations of [13, 17]) and then in the full non-linear setup
[18, 19].
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In its original form, the dRGT theory is expressed via two metrics, one dynamical and
the other non-dynamical and flat. However, it can easily be extended to a bimetric theory
where both metrics are dynamical as well as to an arbitrary number of dimensions [19, 20].
The resulting ghost-free bimetric gravity has degrees of freedom corresponding to one massless
graviton and one massive one devoid of the BD ghost. E.g. in four dimensions, this corresponds
to a total of 2+5 degrees of freedom, while in three dimensions it just gives 2 degrees of freedom
(i.e. counting 0 for a massless graviton and 2 for a massive graviton). It is the three-dimensional
version of this bigravity theory that will be our main interest here.
Before we turn to this concrete model, let us further discuss some features of massive
gravitons on non-flat backgrounds. It is known for a long time that the linear theory of a massive
gravity can differ drastically from linearized General Relativity depending on the background
metric. For instance, on the flat background one does not recover predictions of the massless
theory (i.e. linearized General Relativity) in the massless limit — this fact is the celebrated
van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov (vDVZ) discontinuity [21, 22, 23], which is believed to be removed
by taking into account non-linear effects, thanks to the so-called ”Vainshtein mechanism” [24,
25, 26, 27, 28] (see e.g. [29] for an introduction). On the other hand, the vDVZ discontinuity
is absent whenever the background metric is taken to be dS or AdS [30, 31, 32]. However, on
de Sitter spacetime a new phenomenon appears — the sign of the kinetic term of one of the
graviton modes flips whenever the mass of the gravitonm crosses the Higuchi boundm2H = 2Λ/3
[30, 33] where Λ is the cosmological constant. In the case where the mass saturates the bound,
m = mH, the gravitons (in four dimensions) turn out to have only 4 polarizations, i.e. one
polarization less than away from this point. Such a theory is known now as partially massless
gravity [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39].
The disappearance of one polarization in the partially massless case happens due to an extra
symmetry which arises at the Higuchi point. A fascinating question is whether this symmetry,
and hence the absence of one of the graviton modes, can be extended to a fully non-linear theory
of massive gravity. This problem is of great importance because massive gravity, even in the
absence of the BD ghost, has various pathological properties. To name a few, it is known that it
has a hidden very low strong interaction scale which makes its UV completion problematic; there
are strong arguments that the dRGT model suffers from superluminality in the decoupling limit
[40, 41, 42]; and last but not least, its cosmological solutions have been shown to be generically
unstable [43, 44]. It was argued that partial masslessness can provide a healthy resolution, or
at least an improvement, of most of these pathologies [45]. Therefore, a positive answer to the
above question might have important physical implications.
An obvious playground to investigate this issue is the dRGT theory or its bimetric version
suggested in [20], given that they bear the mode counting of the Fierz-Pauli setup to a full non-
linear one. This problem has already been considered by several authors, reaching sometimes
different conclusions [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 55]. It should be noted that, whereas
obstructions to partial masslessness and the pathological properties mentioned in the previous
paragraph have been mostly discussed in the framework of massive gravity, the works [48, 50, 55]
and, in particular, [57] pointed out that there might be substantial differences in the dynamics
of massive gravity and bigravity models. Furthermore, the authors of [48, 50] singled out a
subset of ghost-free bimetric models, in which all parameters of the interaction potential are
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determined by the value of the cosmological constant, as the only sensible candidates for non-
linear partially massless theories. It is important to emphasize that the criterions obtained in
[48, 50] can only be satisfied if both metrics are taken to be dynamical and if the number of
spacetime dimensions is 3 or 4.1
The purpose of this work is to provide a definite answer to the question of the existence of
a non-linear partially massless theory in the simplest case of three dimensions. To this end, we
perform a thorough canonical analysis of the three-dimensional ghost-free bigravity model in the
first-order formalism. A reformulation of ghost-free massive gravity and bigravity models using
vielbeins has been suggested in [58]. It makes these models much simpler and more elegant
replacing the complicated dRGT potential involving a matrix square root by a polynomial one.
Although there are some subtle issues concerning the full equivalence of this vielbein formulation
with the original form of the theory in terms of the metric [59, 60], for generic values of the
parameters of the interaction potential the complete canonical analysis of the first order four-
dimensional bimetric gravity has been performed in [61] and confirmed that the theory is ghost
free (see also [62, 63, 64, 65, 66]).
The three-dimensional version of the general construction of [58] has been analyzed in
[67] under the name of zwei-dreibein gravity, but the issue of partial masslessness was not
investigated. Here we go beyond the previous analysis by computing the Dirac algebra of
constraints in full detail. This allows us to identify the condition which governs whether the
theory is partially massless or not. This turns out to depend on the role played in the canonical
formulation by the stability condition of the secondary constraint, which is one of the two
constraints removing the Boulware-Deser ghost. The theory becomes partially massless only if
this condition is either automatically satisfied or leads to a tertiary constraint. However, we
show that neither of these two possibilities is realized and thus the three-dimensional ghost-free
bigravity does not feature partial masslessness.
We emphasize that this result is obtained at full non-linear level. On the other hand, a
linearization around a background spacetime (in fact, two spacetimes since our model contains
two dynamical metrics) can drastically change the canonical structure and thereby lead to the
appearance of partial masslessness. We show that it does happen for a class of backgrounds
which includes, in particular, the so called “proportional backgrounds”. These results provide
an explanation and a generalization of the observations made in [48, 50].
Our work is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the model, its Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian formulations. In particular, we identify all constraints and their nature. In
section 3 we observe how partial masslessness could potentially appear, but after a careful
analysis we prove that in fact it does not occur. Then in section 4 we show that for linearization
around specific backgrounds the original symmetries of the model are enhanced, which however
is just an artefact of the linearization. Section 5 is devoted to conclusions. Three appendices
contain our conventions and technical details.
1In [50] it was shown that in higher dimensions partial masslessness, if it exists, requires inclusion of higher
curvature terms.
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2. Zwei-Dreibein gravity and its canonical analysis
2.1 Lagrangian formulation
The zwei-dreibein gravity model [58, 67] is given by the following action (see appendix A for
our conventions)
S[e±, ω±] = SHP[e+, ω+] + SHP[e−, ω−] + Sint[e+, e−], (2.1)
where the dynamics of each of the two sectors is described by the usual three-dimensional
Hilbert-Palatini action of the first-order formalism2
SHP[e, ω] =
∫ (
eI ∧ FI(ω)−
Λ
6
εIJKe
I ∧ eJ ∧ eK
)
, (2.2)
whereas the coupling between them is given by the interaction term
Sint = −
1
2
∫
εIJK
(
β+e
I
+ ∧ e
J
+ ∧ e
K
− + β−e
I
+ ∧ e
J
− ∧ e
K
−
)
. (2.3)
If at least one of the two coupling constants β± is non-vanishing, the theory was shown to
describe ghost-free bimetric gravity propagating one massless and one massive gravitons.3
The main question, which we are interested in, however is whether the theory (2.1) becomes
partially massless for a suitable choice of parameters analogous to the saturation of the Higuchi
bound [30, 33]. In [48, 50] a one-parameter candidate for partially massless theory was identified
in the metric formalism by analyzing linear perturbations around the so-called proportional
backgrounds
g−,µν = c
2g+,µν . (2.4)
It corresponds to the case where the coupling and cosmological constants are all equal
Λ+ = β+ = β− = Λ− ≡ Λ. (2.5)
For this special choice of parameters the action (2.1) indeed crucially simplifies. Introducing
diagonal and off-diagonal fields e, eˆ, ω and ωˆ according to
eI± =
1
2
(
eI ± eˆI
)
, ωI± = ω
I ± ωˆI , (2.6)
this action, whenever (2.5) is satisfied, can be rewritten as
Sp.m.[e, ω, eˆ, ωˆ] = SHP[e, ω] +
∫ (
eˆI ∧DωˆI +
1
2
εIJKe
I ∧ ωˆJ ∧ ωˆK
)
. (2.7)
Thus, the diagonal variables eI and ωI describe the usual three-dimensional gravity, whereas
eˆI , ωˆI correspond to a massive field with only one non-standard feature that its mass is affected
by the metric through a non-minimal coupling to eI .
2For simplicity, we absorbed the two Newton constants by rescaling the tetrad fields eI± and the cosmological
constants Λ± in the two sectors. They can always be restored by dimensional analysis.
3In [60] it was noticed that the absence of the ghost holds only under assumption of a certain non-degeneracy
condition, not following from invertibility of the two tetrads e±. We will meet this condition in the next
subsection.
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2.2 Canonical formulation
The canonical analysis of the action (2.1) has been already performed in [67, 60, 68]. However,
the constraint algebra was not computed in full details, and the possibility of various degenera-
cies of the Dirac matrix, and as a consequence, a change of the canonical structure for special
choices of parameters was not investigated. This is precisely our goal in this paper. Therefore,
we repeat the main steps of the canonical analysis, meanwhile setting up our notations and
deriving the results necessary for the further analysis of partial masslessness which will be given
in section 3. Accordingly, we first do not assume that (2.5) holds. Our presentation mainly
follows [61] where a similar canonical analysis was done for the four-dimensional model.
Splitting all spacetime indices into time and spatial components, the action (2.1) can be
put into the canonical form
S =
∫
dtd2x
(∼pa+,I∂tωI+,a + ∼pa−,I∂tωI−,a −Htot) , (2.8)
where we defined the variables
∼pa±,I ≡ ηIJε
abeJ±,b (2.9)
playing the role of the momenta canonically conjugated to ωI±,a, respectively. The Hamiltonian
Htot = −ω
I
+,0G+,I − ω
I
−,0G−,I − e
I
+,0C+,I − e
I
−,0C−,I (2.10)
is given by a linear combination of the primary constraints
G+,I = D
(+)
a
∼pa+,I , (2.11)
G−,I = D
(−)
a
∼pa−,I , (2.12)
C+,I = FI(ω+)− εI
JKεab
(
Λ+
2
∼pa+,J
∼pb+,K + β+
∼pa+,J
∼pb−,K +
β−
2
∼pa−,J
∼pb−,K
)
, (2.13)
C−,I = FI(ω−)− εI
JKεab
(
Λ−
2
∼pa−,J
∼pb−,K + β−
∼pa+,J
∼pb−,K +
β+
2
∼pa+,J
∼pb+,K
)
, (2.14)
where D(±) denotes the covariant derivative defined by the connection ω±.
Next, we have to study the stability of the primary constraints under time evolution. To
this end, we compute their algebra using the canonical commutation relations between the two
pairs of canonical variables (∼pa±,I , ω
I
±,a). The result is presented in appendix B. It immediately
implies that the diagonal Gauss constraints GI = G+,I + G−,I weakly commute with all primary
constraints and therefore they are automatically stable.
On the other hand, commuting the off-diagonal Gauss constraint GˆI = G+,I −G−,I with the
Hamiltonian Htot =
∫
d2xHtot, one finds the following result
∂tGˆI = {Gˆ, Htot} ≈ 2εab
(
∼
P aI
(
(∼pb−e+,0)− (
∼pb+e−,0)
)
− E0,I(
∼pa+
∼pb−)
)
, (2.15)
where we introduced the weighted diagonal fields
EIµ = β+e
I
+,µ + β−e
I
−,µ,
∼
P aI ≡ β+
∼pa+,I + β−
∼pa−,I . (2.16)
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In the following we will assume that not only the triads eI±,µ, but also the diagonal one E
I
µ is
non-degenerate, i.e. invertible matrix.4 Then, equating (2.15) to zero, one finds that the three
equations can be split into two equations fixing Lagrange multipliers eI±,0
(∼pb−e+,0) = (
∼pb+e−,0) (2.17)
and one secondary constraint
S = εab(
∼pa+
∼pb−) = 0. (2.18)
Altogether these conditions are equivalent to the covariant equations
ηIJe
I
+,[µe
J
−,ν] = 0 (2.19)
which are known as symmetricity conditions [58, 59, 60] ensuring the equivalence of the metric
and tetrad formulations of bimetric gravity.
The stability of the remaining two sets of primary constraints generates the following con-
ditions
∂tC
I
+ ≈ − 2
(
ηIJ∼pa−,J ((Eaωˆ0)− (E0ωˆa)) + e
I
−,0(
∼
P aωˆa)
)
= 0,
∂tC
I
− ≈ 2
(
ηIJ∼pa+,J ((Eaωˆ0)− (E0ωˆa)) + e
I
+,0(
∼
P aωˆa)
)
= 0,
(2.20)
written in terms of fields (2.16) and ωˆIµ defined in (2.6). Both equations lead to the same two
conditions on the Lagrange multipliers ωˆI0
(Eaωˆ0) = (E0ωˆa), (2.21)
and to another secondary constraint
Ψ = (
∼
P aωˆa) = 0. (2.22)
As a result, the stabilization procedure of the primary constraints has led to the two sec-
ondary constraints, S (2.18) and Ψ (2.22), which also must be stabilized. The corresponding
conditions can be obtained using (B.4). For S, it reads
∂tS ≈ −2
(
εI
JKεab
∼pa+,J
∼pb−,Kωˆ
I
0 + ε
I
JK
(∼pa−,IeJ+,0 + ∼pa+,IeJ−,0) ωˆKa ) = 0, (2.23)
where we used the Gauss constraints GI± and the condition (2.17). This equation fixes one
component of ωˆI0 . Thus, altogether (2.21) and (2.23) completely determine these Lagrange
multipliers.
At the same time, the stability condition for Ψ
∂tΨ = {Gˆ(ωˆ0) + C+(e+,0) + C−(e−,0),Ψ} = 0 (2.24)
is expected to generate a condition fixing a certain combination of the Lagrange multipliers eI±,0
since CI± are both non-commuting with Ψ (see (B.4)).
4Note that, as shown in [60], this assumption is not guaranteed by the field equations, but it is crucial for
the correct counting of d.o.f., and hence for the elimination of the BD ghost.
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This completes the (naive) canonical analysis. Since (2.21) and (2.23) allow to determine
all ωˆI0, whereas (2.17) and (2.24) fix three components of e
I
±,0, the set of first class constraints
should consist of the diagonal Gauss GI and three constraints constructed from CI±. All other
constraints including GˆI , S, Ψ and the other three combinations of CI± should be second class.
This leads to the dimension of the phase space given by 4×6−2×6−8 = 4, which corresponds
to the 2 degrees of freedom of massive graviton in three dimensions [67].
3. Condition for partial masslessness
3.1 Possible scenarios
The analysis presented in the previous section relies on the assumption that the stability con-
dition (2.24) can always be solved with respect to one of the Lagrange multipliers. But is it
really true? To check whether this is the case, one should compute this condition explicitly and
impose there all the constraints and equations fixing Lagrange multipliers found at previous
stages. This is the goal of this section.
Before we go into details of the calculation, let us outline what are the different possibilities
that can be realized and which canonical structures they would imply.
• The simplest case is the one assumed above when the stability condition induces an equa-
tion for one of the Lagrange multipliers. The corresponding canonical structure is summa-
rized in the end of the previous section and corresponds to the usual ghost-free bigravity.
• The next possibility is obtained if the stability condition takes the form
N (e±,0)Υ = 0, (3.1)
where N is a linear combination of the Lagrange multipliers eI±,0 and Υ is a function of
canonical variables. If one of the non-degeneracy conditions imposed on the theory implies
that N is non-vanishing, instead of a condition on a Lagrange multiplier, one would get a
tertiary constraint Υ = 0. It is likely that it would not commute with CI± and therefore its
stability condition would fix a Lagrange multiplier, as did the stability of Ψ in the previous
situation. Comparing the resulting canonical structure to the previous one, one finds that
the number of constraints has increased by one. Whereas the role of Ψ is played now by
Υ, Ψ itself becomes now first class removing one degree of freedom. This is precisely the
expected canonical structure of a partially massless theory where the additional gauge
symmetry is generated by the secondary constraint Ψ!
• Even a simpler possibility is realized if the condition (2.24) turns out to be satisfied
automatically on the constraint surface and upon taking into account all equations on the
Lagrange multipliers. This would imply that two second class constraints (Ψ and one of
the combinations of CI±) converted into first class. This also removes one degree of freedom
and therefore the resulting theory can be considered as partially massless. The difference
with the previous case is that now one has two additional gauge symmetries and not just
one. It should also be clear that the condition that this happens is much stronger than
the one leading to the previous case.
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• Finally, it is possible that our theory represents an example of an irregular dynamical
system [69]: whereas for generic field configurations the stability condition (2.24) fixes
a Lagrange multiplier, for a special class of solutions one of the last two possibilities is
realized leading to additional gauge symmetries and to the reduction of degrees of freedom.
3.2 The main condition
We provide some intermediate steps of the calculation of the stability condition (2.24) in ap-
pendix C.3. The resulting equation takes the following form
1
4
εI
JKεab
{
EI0
[
(Λ+ − β+)
∼pa+,J
∼pb+,K + 2(β+ − β−)
∼pa+,J
∼pb−,K − (Λ− − β−)
∼pa−,J
∼pb−,K
]
+ 2
[(
(Λ+ − β+)e
I
+,0 + (β+ − β−)e
I
−,0
)∼pa+,J − ((Λ− − β−)eI−,0 − (β+ − β−)eI+,0) ∼pa−,J
]
∼
P bK
}
.
−2εIJK
(
β+
∼pa+,I − β−
∼pa−,I
)
ωˆJa ωˆ
K
0 + εIJK
(
β+e
I
+,0 − β−e
I
−,0
)
εabωˆJa ωˆ
K
b = 0. (3.2)
It is this equation that we should analyze to determine the canonical structure of the theory
and, in particular, whether it can be partially massless.
For generic values of parameters, the first two lines in (3.2) produce a linear combination of
eI+,0 and e
I
−,0 with non-vanishing coefficients. After substitution of the solution of (2.17) (see the
next subsection), which fixes a part of these Lagrange multipliers, it reduces to the expression
(C.15). Thus, as was initially assumed, the equation fixes one of the Lagrange multipliers and
we do not find anything new.
However, precisely for the special case (2.5), all connection independent terms disappear
and the equation crucially simplifies, reducing to just two terms
εIJK
(
eI+,0 − e
I
−,0
)
εabωˆJa ωˆ
K
b − 2ε
I
JK
(∼pa+,I − ∼pa−,I) ωˆJa ωˆK0 = 0. (3.3)
Thus, we indeed find that the choice of parameters (2.5) is distinguished. But the found cance-
lations are not enough yet to conclude that the theory is partially massless. There are still two
terms (3.3) which must be analyzed. To this end, we should take into account the conditions on
the Lagrange multipliers (2.17), (2.21) and (2.23). In fact, it turns out to be possible to solve
all these conditions explicitly, as we show in the next subsection.
3.3 Solution for Lagrange multipliers
To write down solution of the equations for Lagrange multipliers, we need to introduce some
new notations. First, we define the two metrics
gab ≡ ηIJe
I
+,ae
J
−,b, hab ≡ ηIJE
I
aE
J
b , (3.4)
which are both assumed to be invertible. Their non-vanishing determinants will be denoted by
g and h, respectively. Note that gab is symmetric as a consequence of the constraint S (2.18).
Next, we introduce the following variables
∼
XI± =
1
2
εIJKεab
∼pa±,J
∼pb±,K ,
∼
XI =
1
2
εIJKεab
∼
P aJ
∼
P bK . (3.5)
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They satisfy the orthogonality relations (C.1) which imply that (eI+,1, e
I
+,2,
∼
XI+), (e
I
−,1, e
I
−,2,
∼
XI−)
or (EI1 , E
I
2 ,
∼
XI) can be used as a basis in the tangent vector space. Therefore, we can decompose
the Lagrange multipliers eI±,0 with respect to one of these bases, which allows to introduce the
lapse and the shift variables,
eI±,0 = N±
∼
XI± +N
a
±e
I
±,a. (3.6)
It is also convenient to define their diagonal and off-diagonal combinations by Na± =
1
2
(Na±Nˆa)
and N± =
1
2
(N±Nˆ ). The virtue of the change of variables (3.6) is that, as we will see, it allows
to disentangle the diagonal shift Na from all stability conditions.
Now it is easy to solve the condition (2.17). Plugging the decomposition (3.6) into this
equation, one finds that it fixes the off-diagonal shift as
Nˆa = gab (N−(e+,b
∼
X−)−N+(e−,b
∼
X+)) , (3.7)
where gab is the inverse of the metric gab.
The solution of the conditions (2.21) and (2.23), which completely fix ωˆI0, is a bit more
involved. We present it in appendix C.2 and the result can be written in the following form
ωˆI0 = N
aωˆIa +
(
N+Q
a,I
+,J +N−Q
a,I
−,J
)
ωˆJa , (3.8)
where the explicit expressions for the matrices Q a,I±,J , which depend only on the canonical vari-
ables ∼pa±,I , can be found in (C.12)
3.4 Analysis of the main condition
Plugging the solutions for Lagrange multipliers obtained in the previous subsection into (3.3),
one obtains the following equation
εIJK
[
N+
(
∼
XI+ −
1
2
EIcg
cd(e−,d
∼
X+)
)
−N−
(
∼
XI− −
1
2
EIcg
cd(e+,d
∼
X−)
)]
εabωˆJa ωˆ
K
b
− 2εIJK
(∼pa+,I − ∼pa−,I) ωˆJa
(
N+Q
b,K
+,L +N−Q
b,K
−,L
)
ωˆLb = 0.
(3.9)
Note that all terms proportional to the diagonal shift Na canceled, in agreement with the fact
that diagonal diffeomorphisms remain unbroken gauge transformations. As a result, the only
Lagrange multipliers entering the equation are the two lapses N± and the stability condition
takes the schematic form
N+W+ +N−W− = 0. (3.10)
The question now is whether this linear combination can degenerate into (3.1) where N is non-
vanishing due to one of our non-degeneracy conditions. There are three such conditions which
have been imposed so far, which ensure the invertibility of eI+,µ, e
I
−,µ and E
I
µ. The first two
imply that N± are non-vanishing, whereas the latter gives
Nn.d. ≡
∼
XIE
I
0 = (
∼
X
∼
X+)N+ + (
∼
X
∼
X−)N−
= g−1 (β+g+(
∼
X
∼
X−)N+ + β−g−(
∼
X
∼
X+)N−) 6= 0.
(3.11)
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Let us now consider a special class of solutions which are close to a diagonal one, i.e.
eI+,a − e
I
−,a ∼ ǫ≪ 1. Then the equation (3.9) in the leading approximation reads
NˆεIJK
∼
XIεabωˆJa ωˆ
K
b = O (ǫNωˆaωˆb) . (3.12)
Substituting (3.5) into the l.h.s. and using (2.22), it can be rewritten as Nˆ
(
ωˆa
∼
P b
)
(ωˆb
∼
P a).
Thus, it is generically non-vanishing and near the diagonal backgrounds the equation does
approximately degenerate into (3.1) with N = Nˆ . But this combination of the Lagrange
multipliers does not coincide neither with N± nor with Nn.d. (3.11), which in this approximation
becomes Nn.d. ≈ −4Λ
2gN . As a result, the equation does not generate a tertiary constraint,
but rather fixes Nˆ . And once this happens even for a certain class of solutions, this excludes
the second and third scenarios presented in section 3.1. Hence, neither of the scenarios leading
to a partially massless theory is realized in three dimensions.
4. Special backgrounds
Although the above analysis shows that the ghost-free bimetric gravity cannot be partially
massless at full non-linear level independently of the choice of parameters, for the special choice
(2.5) suggested in [48, 50] there is a whole class of backgrounds where the canonical structure
changes. Indeed, the stability condition (3.3) (or (3.9)) turns out to be automatically satisfied
for solutions which have
ωˆIa = 0. (4.1)
Therefore, on this surface in the phase space the third scenario of section 3.1 is realized and two
new gauge symmetries are generated. Of course, outside the surface the constraints generating
these additional symmetries become non-commuting and we return to the previous picture.
Thus, the total phase space corresponds to an irregular dynamical system so that it is the
fourth scenario which turns out to be relevant in this situation.
It is very important that, according to our result (3.9), ∂tΨ ∼ O(ωˆ2a), i.e. the time varia-
tion of the secondary constraint vanishes quadratically with ωˆIa. Therefore, the two additional
gauge symmetries removing one of the degrees of freedom are not broken by linear fluctuations
around the backgrounds satisfying (4.1), but disappear only at quadratic level. This fact ex-
plains the previous findings of partial masslessness for linear perturbations around proportional
backgrounds (2.4) [48, 50]. Indeed, in the vielbein formalism the proportional backgrounds
satisfy
eI−,µ = c e
I
+,µ (4.2)
and lead to ωˆIa = 0 because the spin-connection found from the Cartan equations depends
homogeneously on the vielbein.
Furthermore, let us display all first class constraints existing on the surface (4.1). Their full
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set is given by
GI =G+,I + G−,I ,
Ca = e
I
+,aC+,I + e
I
−,aC−,I + ωˆ
I
aGˆI ,
H+ = (
∼
X+C+) + (
∼
X+e−,a)g
ab(e−,bC−) +Q
a,I
+,J ωˆ
J
a GˆI ,
H− = (
∼
X−C−) + (
∼
X−e+,a)g
ab(e+,bC+) +Q
a,I
−,J ωˆ
J
a GˆI ,
Ψ′ = (
∼
P aωˆa) +
Λ
4
εab(ωˆaΘb) + ∂aΣ
a,
(4.3)
where ΘIa and Σ
a are linear combinations of second class constraints computed in (C.31) and
(C.32). The first four of the above constraints are obtained as the functions multiplying the
undetermined Lagrange multipliers ωIa, N
a and N±, respectively, in the total Hamiltonian (2.10)
after plugging there (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8). On the other hand, the last constraint promotes the
secondary constraint Ψ to a function which commutes with all other constraints. Its construction
requires the computation of the Dirac matrix of commutators of the second class constraints
and its inverse, which is quite involved and therefore differed to appendix C.4.
The resulting expression for Ψ′ might seem to be complicated. But it provides a very simple
explanation of another observation of [48, 50] that the proportional backgrounds admit a gauge
symmetry which rescales the parameter c in (4.2). Indeed, if we perform a gauge transformation
on the background fields, which is generated by Ψ′ with a constant gauge parameter, then the
last two terms in (4.3) do not contribute: the corresponding contributions are proportional
either to ωˆIa or ∂aǫ which both vanish. Thus, we remain with
δǫ
∼pa+,I = −ǫ
(∼pa+,I + ∼pa−,I) , δǫ∼pa−,I = ǫ (∼pa+,I + ∼pa−,I) ,
δǫω
I
+,a = 0, δǫω
I
−,a = 0.
(4.4)
The meaning of this transformation becomes clear if one further restricts to the proportional
backgrounds (4.2). Then it just changes the proportionality factor c in agreement with findings
of [48, 50] that this factor is not determined by equations of motion. Our results however
provide an extension of this simple observation and allow to compute the action of all symmetry
generators on linear fluctuations with arbitrary transformation parameters.
We repeat however that all these conclusions are valid only in the linear approximation
around (4.1), and already at quadratic level the additional gauge symmetries are not present.
5. Conclusions
In this work we have shown that independently of the choice of parameters zwei-dreibein grav-
ity (or the three-dimensional ghost-free bigravity in the dreibein formulation) cannot become
partially massless at non-linear level.
This result does not contradict the claims of [48, 50] which only obtained necessary condi-
tions on the parameter space of the theories. Furthermore, our analysis provided an explanation
for these claims from the point of view of the complete canonical formulation of non-linear the-
ory — the parameter choice singled out in [48, 50] is indeed special since precisely for this choice
in the linear approximation around proportional backgrounds the canonical structure turns out
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to change and corresponds to a partially massless theory with one less degree of freedom. This
reduction of degrees of freedom happens because two constraints, which are second class at
non-linear level, are converted into first class after linearization. One of these constraints gen-
erates exactly the same transformations which were used in [48, 50] as the criterion for partial
masslessness. An interesting open question is the geometric meaning of the transformations
generated by the second constraint.
A very similar phenomenon was observed recently in other models of three-dimensional
massive gravity such as “new massive gravity” and its various truncations and generalizations
[9, 70, 71]. For certain values of parameters these models also exhibit the linearization insta-
bility around some special backgrounds, which, as in our case, corresponds to the emergence of
the additional gauge symmetry leading to partial masslessness. Furthermore, the mechanism
responsible for this instability, which was made explicit in [72, 73, 74, 75]5, turns out to be
the same as in zwei-dreibein gravity — on the special backgrounds the stability condition of
one of the constraints is fulfilled identically thereby changing the canonical nature of two con-
straints. This suggests that partial masslessness might always be an effect of such “constraint
bifurcation” and do not extend to non-linear level.
However, we did not address this problem in four-dimensional models so that, in principle,
our work does not close the door to partial masslessness in this case. Moreover, there exist some
results which suggest that there are crucial differences between massive gravity in D = 4 and
in other dimensions [76, 77]. In particular, this appears to be the case in bigravity models, as
follows from the analysis of [55, 57], and therefore may have an impact of the issue of partial
masslessness. Nevertheless, the canonical structure of ghost-free bigravity in four dimensions
is very similar to the one discussed in this work and the issue again reduces to the nature of
the stability condition for the secondary constraint. This constraint was found explicitly in [61]
and, like (2.22), is also proportional to the off-diagonal spin-connection ωˆa. Taking this into
account as well as the findings of [54, 45, 56], one might expect that our results here should be
generalizable to four dimensions as well. This certainly deserves further investigations.
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A. Conventions
In this paper we use the following conventions. Components of spacetime tensors are labeled by
greek indices µ, ν, · · · = 0, 1, 2. Their spatial components are labeled by latin indices from the
beginning of the alphabet a, b, · · · = 1, 2. Components of the tangent space tensors are labeled
5We thank Daniel Grumiller for drawing our attention to these works.
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by capital latin indices I, J, · · · = 0, 1, 2, which are raised and lowered by the flat Minkowski
metric ηIJ = diag(−,+,+). The Levi-Civita symbol with flat indices is normalized as ε012 = 1,
and contraction of two such symbols gives εIJKεKLM = −δILδ
J
M + δ
I
Mδ
J
L. On the other hand, for
the antisymmetric tensor density with spacetime indices we set ε0ab = εab. The symmetrization
and anti-symmetrization of indices denoted by {· ·} and [· ·], respectively, are both taken with
weight 1/2. The contraction of two tangent space vectors ηIJA
IBJ is sometimes denoted by
(AB).
Starting from the connection one-form ωIJ we define
ωI ≡
1
2
εIJKω
JK . (A.1)
As a result, its curvature
F IJ = dωIJ + ωIK ∧ ω
KJ (A.2)
gives
F I ≡
1
2
εIJKF
JK = dωI +
1
2
εIKLω
K ∧ ωL. (A.3)
We also define its antisymmetric trace
F ≡
1
2
εabF Iab = ε
ab∂aω
I
b +
1
2
εabεIKLω
K
a ω
L
b (A.4)
and covariant derivative
DµA
I = ∂µA
I + εIJKω
J
µA
K . (A.5)
B. Constraint algebra
For any constraint Φα, where α is any set of indices, let us define its smeared version as follows
Φ(f) =
∫
dx2fαΦα (B.1)
with fα being a set of arbitrary functions. Then, using this convention, the algebra of the
smeared primary constraints is given by
{G+(n),G−(m)} = 0, (B.2a)
{G+(n),G+(m)} = G+(n×m), {G−(n),G−(m)} = G−(n×m), (B.2b)
{G+(n), C+(N)} = C+(n×N) (B.2c)
+
∫
d2x εab
(
β+
(
(nN)(∼pa+
∼pb−)− (n
∼pa+)(N
∼pb−)
)
− β−(n
∼pa−)(N
∼pb−)
)
,
{G−(n), C+(N)} = −
∫
d2x εab
(
β+
(
(nN)(∼pa+
∼pb−)− (n
∼pa+)(N
∼pb−)
)
− β−(n
∼pa−)(N
∼pb−)
)
,(B.2d)
{G−(n), C−(N)} = C−,I(n×N) (B.2e)
−
∫
d2x εab
(
β−
(
(nN)(∼pa+
∼pb−)− (N
∼pa+)(n
∼pb−)
)
− β+(N
∼pa+)(n
∼pb+)
)
,
{G+(n), C−(N)} =
∫
d2x εab
(
β−
(
(nN)(∼pa+
∼pb−)− (N
∼pa+)(n
∼pb−)
)
− β+(N
∼pa+)(n
∼pb+)
)
, (B.2f)
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{C+(N), C+(M)} = −Λ+G+(N ×M) + β+G−(N ×M) (B.2g)
+2β+
∫
d2x
(
(Nωˆa)(M
∼pa−)− (Mωˆa)(N
∼pa−)
)
,
{C−(N), C−(M)} = β−G+(N ×M)− Λ−G−(N ×M) (B.2h)
−2β−
∫
d2x
(
(Nωˆa)(M
∼pa+)− (Mωˆa)(N
∼pa+)
)
,
{C+(N), C−(M)} = 2
∫
d2x
(
β+
(
(NM)(∼pa+ωˆa)− (Nωˆa)(M
∼pa+)
)
(B.2i)
+β−
(
(NM)(∼pa−ωˆa)− (Mωˆa)(N
∼pa−)
))
,
where
(n×m)I = εIJKn
JmK . (B.3)
The secondary constraints produce the following commutators
{G+(n),S} = −εabεI
JKnI∼pa+,J
∼pb−,K, (B.4a)
{G−(n),S} = εabεI
JKnI∼pa+,J
∼pb−,K , (B.4b)
{C+(N),S} = −
∼pa−,ID
(+)
a N
I , (B.4c)
{C−(N),S} =
∼pa+,ID
(−)
a N
I , (B.4d)
{G+(n),Ψ} =
1
2
(
β+
∼pa+,ID
(−)
a n
I + β−
∼pa−,ID
(+)
a n
I
)
, (B.4e)
{G−(n),Ψ} = −
1
2
(
β+
∼pa+,ID
(−)
a n
I + β−
∼pa−,ID
(+)
a n
I
)
, (B.4f)
{C+(N),Ψ} = β+ε
abωˆIaD
(+)
b NI +
1
2
εIJKNIεab
(
(Λ+ − β+)
∼pa+,J + (β+ − β−)
∼pa−,J
) ∼
P bK ,(B.4g)
{C−(N),Ψ} = β−ε
abωˆIaD
(−)
b NI −
1
2
εIJKNIεab
(
(Λ− − β−)
∼pa−,J − (β+ − β−)
∼pa+,J
) ∼
P bK ,(B.4h)
{S(κ),Ψ} = −
κ
2
(β+ − β−)S. (B.4i)
C. Details on calculations
C.1 Useful identities
(
∼
X±
∼pa±) = (
∼
X
∼
P a) = 0, (C.1)
(
∼
X±
∼
X±) = −g±, (
∼
X+
∼
X−) = −g, (
∼
X
∼
X) = −h, (C.2)
∼
XI = β2+
∼
XI+ + β
2
−
∼
XI− + β+β−ε
IJKεab
∼pa+,J
∼pb−,K , (C.3)
habEIaE
J
b = η
IJ + h−1
∼
XI
∼
XJ , (C.4)
gabeI+,ae
J
−,b = η
IJ + g−1
∼
XI−
∼
XJ+. (C.5)
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C.2 Solution for ωˆI0
Using the orthogonality relations (C.1), it is straightforward to check that the conditions (2.21)
and (2.23) are solved by
ωˆI0 = (E0ωˆa)h
abEIb + ̺
−1Ω
∼
XI , (C.6)
where
Ω = εIJK
(∼pa−,IeJ+,0 + ∼pa+,IeJ−,0) ωˆKa + (E0ωˆa)habεbc (β+(∼pc− ∼X+) + β−(∼pc+ ∼X−)) ,
̺ = − εI
JKεab
∼pa+,J
∼pb−,K
∼
XI
= (β+β−)
−1
[
h+
(
(β2+
∼
X+ + β
2
−
∼
X−)
∼
X
)]
.
(C.7)
Furthermore, one can substitute (3.6) and (3.7) into (C.6) and thus express the result in terms
of the lapse and shift variables. Using the properties listed in the previous subsection and taking
into account that
(Eaωˆb)− (Ebωˆa) ∼ Ψ ≈ 0, (C.8)
one arrives at the following expression
ωˆI0 =N
aωˆIa +
(
N+(
∼
X+ωˆa) +N−(
∼
X−ωˆa)
)
habEIb + ̺
−1Ωˆ
∼
XI , (C.9)
where
∼
X I± = β±
∼
XI± ∓
1
2
(
∼
X±e∓,c)g
cd
(
β+e
I
+,d − β−e
I
−,d
)
, (C.10)
Ωˆ = εI
JKωˆIa
[
N+
(
∼pa−,J
∼
X+,K +
∼p
{a
+,J
∼p
b}
−,Kεbcg
cd(e−,d
∼
X+)
)
+N−
(
∼pa+,J
∼
X−,K −
∼p
{a
+,J
∼p
b}
−,Kεbcg
cd(e+,d
∼
X−)
)]
(C.11)
−
(
N+(
∼
X+ωˆa) +N−(
∼
X−ωˆa)
)
hab
(
β+(
∼
X+e−,b) + β−(
∼
X−e+,b)
)
.
This result has the same form as in (3.8) with
Q a,IJ± =h
abEIb
∼
X J± + ̺
−1 ∼XI
[
εJKL
(
∼pa∓,K
∼
X±,L ±
∼p
{a
+,K
∼p
b}
−,Lεbcg
cd(e∓,d
∼
X±)
)
−
∼
X J±h
ab
(
β+(
∼
X+e−,b) + β−(
∼
X−e+,b)
)]
.
(C.12)
C.3 Stability condition for Ψ
Using the commutation relations computed in (B.4), one obtains the following explicit form of
the stability condition (2.24)
1
2
εI
JKεab
[(
(Λ+ − β+)e
I
+,0 + (β+ − β−)e
I
−,0
)∼pa+,J − ((Λ− − β−)eI−,0 − (β+ − β−)eI+,0)∼pa−,J
]
∼
P bK
+
(
β+
∼pa+,ID
(−)
a + β−
∼pa−,ID
(+)
a
)
ωˆI0 + ηIJε
abωˆIa
(
β+D
(+)
b e
J
+,0 + β−D
(−)
b e
J
−,0
)
= 0. (C.13)
Moreover, it is possible to exclude all terms involving derivatives. To this end, we rewrite the
second line as
εab∂a ((Ebωˆ0)− (E0ωˆb))− β+(ωˆ0G+)− β−(ωˆ0G−) +
1
2
EI0 (FI(ω+)− FI(ω−))
− 2εIJK
(
β+
∼pa+,I − β−
∼pa−,I
)
ωˆJa ωˆ
K
0 + εIJK
(
β+e
I
+,0 − β−e
I
−,0
)
εabωˆJa ωˆ
K
b .
(C.14)
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Taking into account (2.21), the first term can be dropped. Then, using CI+ − C
I
−, one finally
arrives at the equation given in (3.2). Furthermore, upon using (3.6) and (3.7), the first two
lines independent of the connection can be rewritten as follows
(
3β+β− − β−Λ+ − 2β
2
+
) (
N+ε
acεbdg+,abgcd +N−g
)
+ 3β+(β+ − Λ+)N+g+
−
(
3β+β− − β+Λ− − 2β
2
−
) (
N−ε
acεbdg−,abgcd +N+g
)
− 3β−(β− − Λ−)N−g−,
(C.15)
which demonstrates that they do not vanish for generic values of the parameters.
C.4 First class constraint for special backgrounds
In the degenerate case ωˆIa = 0 the list of second class constraints is given by Φα = (S, Cˆa, GˆI)
where
S = εab(
∼pa+
∼pb−),
Cˆa = e
I
+,aC+,I − e
I
−,aC−,I = e
I
+,aFI(ω+)− e
I
−,aFI(ω−),
GˆI =G+,I − G−,I = D
(+)
a
∼pa+,I −D
(−)
a
∼pa−,I .
(C.16)
Using the constraint algebra presented in appendix B, the matrix of their commutators is found
to be
∆αβ(x, y) ≡ {Φα(x),Φβ(y)} =

 0 Ba −2εabεI
JK∼pa+,J
∼pb+,K
−B†a 0 −4gab
∼
P bI
2εabεI
JK∼pa+,J
∼pb+,K 4gab
∼
P bI 0

 δ(x, y),
(C.17)
where Ba is the differential operator
Ba =2gabε
bc(y)∂(x)c + 2εI
JKωIaεbc
∼pb+,J
∼pc−,K ,
B
†
a =2gabε
bc(x)∂(y)c + 2εI
JKωIaεbc
∼pb+,J
∼pc−,K .
(C.18)
The inverse matrix reads as
(∆−1)αβ =

 0 0 −
1
4h
∼
XI
0 0 1
4h
gabhbc
∼
P c,I
1
4h
∼
XI − 1
4h
gabhbc
∼
P c,I DIJ

 δ(x, y), (C.19)
where DIJ is another operator
D
IJ = UIJ,a(y)∂(x)a − U
IJ,a(x)∂(y)a +V
IJ (C.20)
with
U
IJ,a =
hab
4̺
(
E
(I
b
∼
XJ) − ̺−1 (Eb(
∼
X+ +
∼
X−))
∼
XI
∼
XJ
)
, (C.21)
V
IJ =
1
8̺
εIJK
[
∼
P aK∂a log ̺− ∂a
∼
P aK − 2
∼
P aKh
cd
(
ηLME
M
c − ̺
−1 (Ec(
∼
X+ +
∼
X−))
∼
XL
)
∂dE
L
a
+2
∼
P aKεabg
bc
(
εdg∂ggcd + ω
L
c εL
MNεgf
∼pg+,M
∼pf−,N
)]
. (C.22)
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Although Ψ commutes with all first class constraints, it does not commute with Φα. Indeed,
it is easy to find that
{Ψ,S(κ)} = 0, (C.23)
{Ψ, Cˆ(N)} = −ΛηIJε
abωˆIa
(
eˆJc ∂bN
c +N c
(
D
(+)
b e
J
+,c −D
(−)
b e
J
−,c
))
, (C.24)
{Ψ, Gˆ(n)} = −Λ
(∼pa+,ID(−)a nI + ∼pa−,ID(+)a nI) . (C.25)
Nevertheless, it can be promoted to a first class constraint by constructing a linear combination
with constraints Φα as follows
Ψ′ = Ψ− {Ψ,Φα}
(
∆−1
)αβ
Φβ. (C.26)
Using the result for the inverse Dirac matrix (C.19), one obtains
Ψ′ = (
∼
P aωˆa) +
Λ
4
ηIJε
abωˆIa
[((
D
(+)
b e
J
+,c −D
(−)
b e
J
−,c
)
+ eˆJc ∂b
)(
gcdεdgh
gfEKf GˆK
)
+ 2εJKLeˆ
K
b
(
h−1
∼
XLS − gcdεdgh
gfELf Cˆb + 4D
LM GˆM
)]
+∂a
[
−
1
4
gabCˆb +
∼
P aI D
IJ GˆJ
]
. (C.27)
Using the property
∼
P aI D
IJ =
1
4̺
∼
XJgab
(
εcd∂dgbc + ω
L
b εL
MNεcd
∼pc+,M
∼pd−,N
)
+
1
4
εab∂b
(
̺−1
∼
XJ
)
+
1
4̺
εab
∼
XJ∂b,
(C.28)
the last term reduces to
∂a
(
∼
P aI D
IJ GˆJ
)
= ∂a
[
gab
4̺
(
εcd∂dgbc + ω
L
b εL
MNεcd
∼pc+,M
∼pd−,N
) ∼
XI GˆI
]
. (C.29)
Thus, the full first class constraint takes the following from
Ψ′ = (
∼
P aωˆa) +
Λ
4
εab(ωˆaΘb) + ∂aΣ
a, (C.30)
where
ΘIa =
((
D(+)a e
I
+,c −D
(−)
a e
I
−,c
)
+ eˆIc∂a
) (
gcdεdgh
gfEIf GˆI
)
+2εIJK eˆ
J
a
(
h−1
∼
XKS − gbcεcdh
dgEKg Cˆb + 4
(
V
KL + ∂bU
KL,b + 2UKL,b∂b
)
GˆL
)
,(C.31)
Σa =
gab
4̺
(
εcd∂dgbc + ω
L
b εL
MNεcd
∼pc+,M
∼pd−,N
) ∼
XI GˆI −
1
4
gabCˆb. (C.32)
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